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LONG TIME SOLUTIONS FOR A BURGERS-HILBERT

EQUATION VIA A MODIFIED ENERGY METHOD

JOHN K. HUNTER, MIHAELA IFRIM, DANIEL TATARU, AND TAK KWONG WONG

(Communicated by Joachim Krieger)

Abstract. We consider an initial value problem for a quadratically nonlinear
inviscid Burgers-Hilbert equation that models the motion of vorticity discon-
tinuities. We use a modified energy method to prove the existence of small,
smooth solutions over cubically nonlinear time-scales.

1. Introduction

We consider the following initial value problem for an inviscid Burgers-Hilbert
equation for u(t, x):

ut + uux = H [u] ,

u(0, x) = u0(x),
(1)

where H is the spatial Hilbert transform on R, and the initial data u0 is sufficiently
small:

‖u0(x)‖H2(R) ≤ ε � 1.

Here, Hk(R) denotes the standard Sobolev space of functions with k weak L2-
derivatives.

Equation (1) was proposed in [1] as a model equation for nonlinear waves with
constant frequency. It also provides a formal asymptotic approximation for the
small-amplitude motion of a planar vorticity discontinuity located at y = u(t, x)
[1,5]. Moreover, even though the equation is quadratically nonlinear, this approxi-
mation is valid over cubically nonlinear time-scales.

Equation (1) is nondispersive, and solutions of the linearized equation oscillate
in time but do not exhibit any dispersive decay. Nevertheless, in comparison with
the inviscid Burgers equation, small smooth solutions of (1) have an enhanced,
cubically nonlinear lifespan. This enhanced lifespan was observed numerically in
[1] and proved in [2] by use of a change of the independent variable, which was
suggested by a normal form transformation of the equation.

In this paper we give a different, and simpler, proof of the enhanced lifespan
of smooth solutions of (1) from the one in [2]. Our main result is the following
theorem.
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Theorem 1. a) Let k ≥ 2. Suppose that the initial data u0 ∈ Hk(R) for the
equation (1) satisfies

‖u0‖H2(R) ≤ ε � 1.

Then there exists a solution u ∈ C
(
Iε;Hk (R)

)
∩ C1

(
Iε;Hk−1 (R)

)
of (1) defined

on the time-interval Iε =
[
−α/ε2, α/ε2

]
, where α > 0 is a universal constant, so

that

‖u‖L∞(Iε;Hs(R)) � ‖u(0)‖Hs(R), 0 ≤ s ≤ k.

b) Consider u1, u2 two solutions of (1) as in part (a). Then

‖u1 − u2‖L∞(Iε;L2(R)) � ‖u1(0)− u2(0)‖L2(R).

The quadratically nonlinear terms in (1) are nonresonant, and a standard ap-
proach for problems of this type is to use a normal form transformation (see for
instance [7]) to remove them. However, this is a quasi-linear problem, so the normal
form transformation is unbounded, and this method cannot be applied directly. Our
alternative approach is to use the normal form transformation in order to derive a
modified energy functional for the original problem (1) which evolves according to
a cubic law.

The same modified energy method also applies to the linearization of the Burgers-
Hilbert equation, and allows us to control differences of solutions on a cubic time-
scale.

We remark that with some additional work one can replace the H2 norm for the
data in part (a) of the above theorem with Hs0 for any s0 > 3/2. Similarly, the L2

norm in part (b) can be replaced by Hs for a smaller range 0 ≤ s ≤ s0 − 1.

2. The normal form transformation

Straightforward energy estimates applied to (1) yield

d

dt
‖∂k

xu‖2L2 � ‖ux‖L∞‖u‖2Hk

for k ≥ 2, which gives a lifespan of smooth solutions of the order ε−1, as in the
standard local existence theory for quasi-linear hyperbolic PDEs [3, 4].

The quadratically nonlinear terms in (1) can be removed by a normal form
transformation [1, 2]

(2) v = u+H[Hu ·Hux].

The transformed equation has the form

(3) vt +Q(u) = H [v] ,

where Q(u) is cubic in u, but involves two spatial derivatives. Straightforward
energy estimates for (3) yield

d

dt
‖∂k

xv‖2L2 � ‖ux‖2L∞‖u‖2Hk+1 .

However, since the above normal form transformation is not invertible, the energy
estimates for v do not close. Thus, the v-equation is cubically nonlinear, but there is
a loss of derivatives. On the other hand, the u-equation is quadratically nonlinear,
but there is no loss of derivatives.
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The reason for this disparity in energy estimates is that the Hk-norms of u and
v are not comparable. One identity which will be used through the paper is given
below:

(4) H [ab−Ha ·Hb] = aHb+ bHa.

From (2) and (4), we have

(5) ‖∂k
xv‖2L2 = ‖∂k

xu‖2L2 + 2〈∂k
xu, ∂

k
xH[Hu ·Hux]〉+ ‖∂k

xH[Hu ·Hux]‖2L2 .

The second term on the right-hand side of (5) is comparable to the Hk-norm of u
because

〈∂k
xu, ∂

k
xH[Hu ·Hux]〉 = −

(
k +

1

2

)
〈Hux, (∂

k
xHu)2〉+ l.o.t.,

where l.o.t. stands for lower order terms. The third term on the right-hand side of
(5) is not comparable to the Hk-norm, but it is quartic and therefore irrelevant to
the cubically nonlinear energy estimates.

This discussion suggests that we define a modified energy functional by dropping
the higher-derivative quartic term from the right-hand side of (5) to get

(6) Ek(u) =
1

2
‖∂k

xu‖2L2 + 〈∂k
xu, ∂

k
xH[Hu ·Hux]〉.

As we will show, this modified energy is equivalent to the standard Hk-energy and
satisfies cubically nonlinear estimates without a loss of derivatives.

3. The modified energy method

In this section, we use the modified energy functional introduced in (6) to prove
Theorem 1. We first show that Ek energy is equivalent to the standard Hk energy.

Lemma 2. Let Ek be defined by (6). Then

Ek(u) =
1

2
‖∂k

xu‖2L2(1 +O(‖Hux‖L∞)).

Proof. Denote

Tuf := H [Hu ·Hfx] .

This operator is skew-adjoint. Moreover, we have

〈f, Tuf〉 = −〈Hf,Hu ·Hfx〉

=
1

2

∫
R

Hux|Hf |2dx = O(‖Hux‖L∞)‖f‖2L2 .

We write

∂k
xH [Hu ·Hux] = Tu∂

k
xu+ l.o.t.,

where l.o.t. stands for terms of the form H[∂j
xHux ·∂k−1−j

x Hux] with 0 ≤ j ≤ k−1.
For the leading term we use the previous estimate for Tu, and for the lower order
terms we use interpolation

‖∂j
xHux · ∂k−1−j

x Hux‖L2 � ‖Hux‖L∞‖∂k−1
x ux‖L2 .

Thus, we obtain

〈∂k
xu, ∂

k
xH [Hu ·Hux]〉 = O(‖Hux‖L∞)‖∂k

xu‖L2 .

�
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The energy estimate is discussed in the following lemma:

Lemma 3. For the energy (6) the estimate below holds:
for any δ > 0,

d

dt
Ek(u) ≤ Ck,δ‖ux‖2

H
1
2
+δ
‖u‖2Hk ,

where Ck,δ is a constant depending on k and δ only.

Proof. A direct computation yields

− d

dt
Ek(u) =

∫
R

∂k
x(uux)∂

k
xH [Hu ·Hux] dx

+

∫
R

∂k
xu

{
∂k
xH [H[uux] ·Hux] + ∂k

xH [Hu ·H[uux]x]
}
dx.

Note that all cubic terms cancel. This is because the energy was determined using
the normal form transformation, which at the level of the energy amounts to elim-
inating the cubic terms. Using the antisymmetry of H and integrating by parts we
rewrite the above expression in the form

− d

dt
Ek(u) =

∫
R

−∂k
x H(uux)∂

k
x [Hu ·Hux] + ∂k

x H ux∂
k
x [Hu ·H(uux)] dx.

We observe that each term in the expansion of the above integrand has the form

H ∂αuH ∂βuH(∂γu ∂δu),

where

α+ β + γ + δ = 2k + 2.

We observe that as long as

1 ≤ α, β, γ, δ ≤ k, α+ β ≥ 3δ + γ ≥ 3,

such terms can be estimated directly in terms of the right-hand side of the energy
relation in the lemma. We will call such terms “good”.

We return to the expression above, and observe that a cancellation occurs if
the second ∂k

x operator in each of the two expressions applies to the second factor.
Using a full binomial expansion, we are left with the expressions

Iα =

∫
R

−∂k
x H(uux) · ∂α

xHu · ∂k−α
x Hux + ∂k

x Hux · ∂α
xHu · ∂k−α

x H(uux)dx,

where 1 ≤ α ≤ k. Distributing the remaining derivatives, we get good terms if any
derivatives fall on the u factor (an additional integration by parts is needed to see
this for the second term). Thus, we have

Iα =

∫
R

−H(u∂k
xux) · ∂α

xHu · ∂k−α
x Hux + ∂k

x H ux · ∂α
xHu ·H(u∂k−α

x ux)dx+ good.

If u is commuted out, the two expressions above cancel. Hence,

Iα =

∫
R

−[H, u]∂k
xux · ∂α

xHu · ∂k−α
x Hux + ∂k

x Hux · ∂α
xHu · [H, u]∂k−α

x uxdx+ good.

The commutator [H, u]f vanishes unless the frequency of u is at least as large
as the frequency of f . Hence we can always move derivatives from f onto u. Then
for the first term in Iα we can use directly the commutator estimate below:

(7) ‖ [H, u] ∂k
xux‖L2 � ‖ux‖L∞‖∂k

xu‖L2 .
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This is a consequence of the commutator estimates result obtained by Dawson,
McGahagan, and Ponce in [6]. We recall it below.

Lemma 4. Let H denote the Hilbert transform. Then for any p ∈ (1,∞) and any
l,m ∈ Z

+ there exists c = c(p, l,m) > 0 such that

‖∂l
x[H, a]∂m

x f‖Lp ≤ c‖∂l+m
x a‖L∞‖f‖Lp .

For the second term in Iα we need to integrate once by parts since the first factor
has too many derivatives. If α < k, this is done directly. If α = k, then we move
a derivative on the third factor. We are left with two terms which are nontrivial,
namely

Jk :=

∫
|∂k

x Hu|2[H, ux]uxdx

and

Jk−1 :=

∫
|∂k

x Hu|2[H, u]uxxdx.

For these we need the pointwise bound

(8) ‖[H, ux]ux‖L∞ + ‖[H, u]uxx‖L∞ � ‖ux‖2
H

1
2
+δ
.

Indeed, both terms on the left can be estimated in H
1
2+δ using standard Littlewood-

Paley decompositions. �

By a Gronwall type argument, the two lemmas above lead to an ε−2 lifespan,
proving part (a) of Theorem 1.

Next, in order to prove part (b) of Theorem 1, we consider the linearized Burgers-
Hilbert equation:

(9) wt + wux + uwx = Hw.

Beginning with the normal form transformation (2) for the Burgers-Hilbert equa-
tion, we obtain the normal form transformation for the linearization (9):

q := w + |∂x|(Hw ·Hu),

where |∂x| = H ◦ ∂x. Inspired by this we can define a modified linearized energy

(10) Elin(w) =

∫
w2 + 2|∂x|w ·Hu ·Hw dx.

This is equivalent to the L2 norm of w,

Elin(w) = (1 +O(‖Hux‖L∞)‖w‖2L2 .

This is proved using integration by parts in order to write

Elin(w) =

∫
w2 − |∂x|u · (Hw)

2
dx.

We want to prove that Elin satisfies good cubic bounds; a Gronwall type argu-
ment implies part (b) of Theorem 1.

Lemma 5. For the energy (10) the estimate below holds:
for any δ > 0,

d

dt
Elin(w) ≤ Ck,δ‖ux‖2

H
1
2
+δ
‖w‖2L2 ,

where Ck,δ is a constant depending on k and δ only.
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Proof. A straightforward computation leads to

d

dt
Elin(w) =

∫
2Hw ·H [wux] ·Hux + 2Hw ·H [uwx] ·Hux

+ |Hw|2 · |∂x|(uux) dx

=

∫
2Hw ·H [wux] ·Hux + 2Hw · [H, u] ∂xw ·Hux

+ |Hw|2∂x ([H, u] ∂xu) dx.

The first term is estimated directly, and for the second we use the commutator
bound (7). The third term can be controlled because we can rewrite

∂x ([H, u] ∂xu) = [H, ux] ∂xu+ [H, u] ∂2
xu,

where the right-hand side can be estimated by the pointwise bound (8). �
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